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The observation of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) polarisation requires a very high
sensitivity together with an extreme control of the systematic effects to an unprecedented level.
In this paper, I review some interesting aspects of the different research activities on detectors
development for CMB observation beeing made around the world. Both direct detection and
coherent techniques will be presented with their caracteristics. A basic comparison for ground
based and space experiments will be made between these two techniques.

1 Introduction

Our understanding of the origin and evolution of the Universe has made remarkable progress
during the last decade, thanks in particular to observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB). What is now known as the standard cosmological model (or concordance model) is able
to explain a number of diverse and ever increasingly detailed observations. The model also
predicts the existence of primordial gravitational waves, generated during an explosive period
of expansion known as inflation. This prediction remains yet to be tested and is the motivation
for a lot of research effort since these primordial gravity waves should have imprint particular
features on the CMB polarisation: the B-modes. This signal is expected very weak with an
RMS of less than 200nKCMB, at least 3 orders of magnitude lower than the CMB temperature
anisotropies.
Two classical detection techniques are beeing used to observe the CMB polarisation: imaging
and interferometer experiment that can be either heterodyne or bolometric. It can be shown
that their sensitivity are more or less comparable but their approach is completly different in
terms of systematic effects. These detection techniques can further be devided weather it uses
direct detectors (bolometers) or radiometers. Alltogether and whatever technology is used, it
appears that reaching the sensitivity needed to have a chance to detect the B-mode requires a
lot of detectors in the focal plane (some hundreds or thousand).
This paper presents some detector developments for this B-mode quest. In the first part, I
will point out the photon noise that gives the ultimate sensitivity of the detectors. The second
and third sections will present bolometers and radiometers, their principle of operation and
some current developments. The last section is devoted to a comparison of these two detection



techniques.

2 The photon noise

The ultimate sensitivity for an instrument is to reach the photon noise. The Noise Equivalent
Power NEPph of photon noise is given by the following expression1 for the polarised case:

NEP 2
hν = 2hνQν∆ν + 2Q2

ν∆ν (1)

where h is the Planck constant, Qν is the mean optical spectral power of the detected radiation
at frequency ν and ∆ν is the bandwidth. The first term corresponds to the shot noise produced
by the Poisson process of the incoming photons with no correlation between them. The second
term dominates at radio wavelength. It is attributed to the fact that, within the same radiation
mode, photons come by groups and then gives noise larger than for a Poisson process. In the
frequency range of interest for CMB observation, the second term could not be negligible and
care must be taken to avoid underestimate the photon noise. The typical photon noise for CMB
experiment is 10−17W.Hz−0.5 per coherent element.

3 Bolometers

The principle of detection in bolometers consists in measuring the temperature increase of an
absorber heated by the incoming radiation. In a bolometer, the thermal sensor is a thermistor
read out by imposing a bias voltage or a bias current and using the Ohm law. Bolometers cooled
to very low temperature (T ≤ 0.3K) are currently the best detectors for low spectral resolution
λ/∆λ detection from about 100µm to 3mm (figure 1). For further details, see for example the
review written by Richards2.
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Figure 1: Rough domain of bolometers cooled to very low temperature and radiometers in the wavelength/spectral
resolution plan for astrophysical observations.

3.1 Operation basics

Let us assume a composite bolometer that is an absorber linked to a thermometer and coupled
to the thermal bath by a thermal link characterised by its thermal conductance G (see figure 2).
Assuming small fluctuations in the input radiation power, the response of the bolometer can be
modelled by a simple first order low pass filter:

δTbol

δP
=

1/Geff

1 + 2πfτ
(2)



where f is the frequency, Geff = G − dPelec/dT is the effective thermal conductance of the
bolometer and the time constant is given by τ = C/Geff , C being the heat capacity. Fast
detectors require high thermal conductance and hence leads to a low responsivity. A trade-off
has therefore to be made between responsitivity (or sensitivity) and time constant. The ther-

Figure 2: Principle of a composite bolometer.

mometer is clasically characterised by the α value that is the logarithmic slope of its resistance
with temperature: α = (T/R) × (dR/dT ). Two technologies are currently being used for the
thermometer:

• Semiconducting thermometers were the first thermometers used in bolometry. Their re-
sistance increases at low temperature and the conduction is by variable range hoping.
The best performances have been obtained with germanium NTDs (Neutron Transmuta-
tion Doped) having impedances of about 10MΩ readout by JFET (Junction Field Effect
Transistor) cooled down to about 100K. The typical α value is between −10 and −5.

• Superconducting thermometers have been used more recently3. They use the phase tran-
sition of a superconducting material. Such a thermometer is very sensitive in a restricted
thermal range around the critical temperature Tc. Single material could be used like ti-
tanium (Tc ≃ 400mK) but tuning the critical temperature is important to optimise the
detector sensitivity. Bi-layer made with thin films of a superconducting material associated
with a normal one allows to tune the critical temperature by proximity effect. Typical α
value are between 100 and 1000. Bolometers made with superconducting thermometers
are usually called Transition Edge Sensors (TES). The readout is made with Supercon-
ducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUIDs) cooled down below 4K. For more details
on TESs, see the paper by Irwin and Hilton4

An important effect on bolometers is the ElectroThermal Feeback (ETF). Let us assume a semi-
conducting bolometer biased at constant current. A small increase of the bolometer temperature
induces a decrease of the bolometer resistance that leads to a reduction of the dissipated electrical
power and therefore counteracts the heating of the detector. The same effect is obtained with
superconducting bolometers when biased at constant voltage. This effect is responsible of the
second term in the effective thermal conductance expression and is more important when |α|
is high. When the bolometer is correctly bias, the ETF induces an increase of the effective
conductance and a speed-up of the detector. This is especially the case for TES where a strong
ETF is observed thanks to the important slope of superconducting materials. It can be shown
that the TES response is given to first order by −1/Vb where Vb is the bias voltage and that the
time constant can be decreased by up to 2 orders of magntitude3.

3.2 Sensitivity

Two fundamental noise sources affect the bolometer: the Johnson noise and the phonon noise.
The Johnson noise Power Spectral Density (PSD) of voltage on a resistance R at a temperature



T is given by DSPV = 4kTR. For a bolometer, this can be translated in Noise Equivalent Power
(NEP) by dividing this PSD by the responsivity and taking the square root. Phonon noise is the
fluctuation of power or temperature in a thermal conductance G. For a bolometer, this leads
to the following NEP: NEP 2

Ph = 4kT 2G. Since the bolometer is not at thermal equilibrium,
Mather5 shows that this expression is over-evaluated by about 30%.
Putting all together, to have Background Limited Performaces (BLIP) at wavelength λ, the
optimisation of the bolometer leads roughly to the following condition on the temperature of
the thermal bath:

Tbath ≤ 300mK ×
1mm

λ
(3)

3.3 State-of-the-art

The current best performances are obtained by spider-web bolometers made by Caltech-JPL6.
This kind of detectors have been used or are used on lots of ground based, balloon born or space
CMB experiments (for example Boomerang, QUAD, BICEP, Planck-HFI). Their sensitivity is
lower than CMB photon noise on the low-frequency channels of the Planck-HFI instrument for
example7.

Figure 3: Spiderweb bolometers and their evolution to measure the polarisation (PSB, Polarisation Sensitive
Bolometers).

3.4 Current developments and perspectives

Since the sensitivity of a single bolometer is already lower than photon noise, to increase the
sensitivity of future instrument therefore requires an increase of the detected photons. This is
obtained by increasing the integration time and, more interestingly, by increasing the number
of detectors. This is the main motivation to develop real bolometer arrays. Such development
has been undertaken by a lots of group in the world.
The main difficulty to develop large bolometer arrays is the multiplexing. It is indeed impossible
to have 2 wires going out of the cryostat for hundred or thousand of detectors: the cryogenic
system would not cool down because of the thermal heat load of all wires. The multiplexing
consists of using one amplifier for N detectors. The simplest way for achieving this objective is
the Time Domain Multiplexing (TDM) where each of the N bolometers are read one after the
other thanks to the use of switches. Another way is the Frequency Domain Multiplexing (FDM)
where each of the N bolometers are excited at a given frequency. The resulting signals are
summed and amplified by one amplifier. In terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), both methods
are almost equivalent. It should be noted that, because of the aliasing of the amplifier noise,
muliplexing N detectors requires an amplifier that is

√

(N) less noisier than for a single detector.
Technologically, it appears more convenient to multiplex superconducting bolometers thanks to



the SQUIDs working at very low temperature close to the detectors and that could be used as
switches.
An illustration of bolometer array is the SPT (South Pole Telescope) array developped by the
group of A. Lee at UCB8 for Sunyaev Zel’dovich science. This is an assembly of 6 sub-arrays
each containing 160 spider-web TESs based on Al/Ti bilayer. The readout is made in FDM
scheme. Observations are on-going at the South Pole station with this array. Such detectors
will also be used on the EBEX balloon born experiment9.

Figure 4: SPT bolometer arrays.

Simplification of the readout electronics can further be obtained by using Silicon Germanium
ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuits) cooled to 4K or lower temperature. This is
currently being developed in the DCMB collaboration in France10. The amplification of SQUIDs,
the control of the multiplexing and the different sources are integrated in such a circuit. In the
future, we expect such component to make bolometer arrays operation almost like CCD camera.

The difficulty to measure polarisation with very low instrumental systematic effects leads to
the developments of superconducting microwave components. The first basic idea was to separate
the collection of the electromagnetic wave from its detection. This is obtained using lithographied
antennas made of Nb that have very low losses up to about 700GHz. A transmission line transfers
the power to a matched load on a bolometer which size is no longer dependant on the wavelength.
Such technology allows to reduce the size of each detection chain leading to a better filling factor
of the focal plan. This opens the way of passive analog processing of the very high frequency
signal since one can place any kind of components between the antenna and the detector such
as filters, power combiners or dividers and phase shifters.

Up to now, the measurement of Stokes parameters with bolometers is obtained by subtract-
ing the signals from two perpendicular polarised detectors. This method induces instrumental
systematic effects since the 2 detection chains do not behave exactly in the same way13. Bolomet-
ric Advanced Architecture (B2A) allows to measure directly the Stokes parameters without any
difference between detectors. The pseudo-correlator scheme14 studied for ClOVER and bolomet-
ric interferometry15 are two examples of B2A. This kind of detection architecture will need the
development of superconducting components, the most complexe certainly being the variable
phase shifter.

4 Radiometers

The radiometers are a part of coherent receivers where the phase information is kept all over
the detection chain.



Figure 5: Examples of polarimeter based on Nb technology with slot antennas, transmission lines, filters and
bolometers made at UCB11 (left) and in Caltech-JPL12 (right). This later version uses a phased array in order

to increase the directivity of the detector.

4.1 Principle of operation

Radiometers use high frequency amplifiers after the antenna and before detection with a diode
used as quadratic detector (figure 6). For heterodyne instruments, the amplified signal is mixed
with a local oscillator to produce a signal at lower frequency therefore more easily processed.
This kind of technology is mostly used at low frequency or when a very high spectral resolution
is needed. The amplifiers could be made with maser, parametric amplifier or High Electron
Mobility Transistor (HEMT). This later solution currently produces the best performances.
For mixers, non-linear components are used, like Shottky diodes, Superconductor-Insulator-
Superconductor (SIS) mixers or Hot Electron Bolometers (HEB). Such architecture requires
cooling to only 4K which is a huge simplification as compared to bolometer operations. More
information could be found in Rohlfs16.

Figure 6: Example of a radiometer which is here an heterodyne detector.

The signal of radiometers is usually characterised in terms of antenna temperature Ta. The
total absorbed power is given by Pa = kTa∆ν. Any noise that is coupled to the detection chain
before the diode will induce a bias in the detected power. This can be converted in temperature
and defines the noise temperature Tn. It can further be shown that the Johnson noise of any
resistor at temperature T produces a noise temperature Tn = T . This demonstrates that the
noise temperature is not only a bias in the detected signal but is directly linked to the noise
power.
The system temperature is defined as Tsys = Ta + Tn. The lowest detectable signal within an
integration time τ is given by the Dicke’s formula: ∆T = Tsys/

√

(τ∆ν)
The main limitation of this technology is the quantum limit: since the phase and amplitude
of photons can not be known with any precision because of the Heisenberg principle, it can be
shown that the lowest noise temperature is given by TQL = hν/k, which gives about 10K at
200GHz. The best performances today for such an instrument is about 5 or 8 times the quantum



limit on limited or large bandwidth respectively.

4.2 State-of-the-art

The current best performances are obtained with Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits
(MMIC). The QUIET architecture uses MMIC on a module17 to produce a small size radiometer.
This is indeed needed to integrate the 397 modules at 90GHz in the focal plan of the final
instrument. The QUIET modules will be cooled down to 20K with a noise temperature of about
8 − 10 × TQL in 20% bandwidth.

Figure 7: Left: Principle of detection of the QUIET instrument. Right: Photograph of the first QUIET 90 GHz
receiver module.

5 Bolometers vs radiometers

The comparison of the CMB sensitivity for bolometers and radiometers of figure 8 has been
made based on the assumptions described in table 1.
Radiometer sensitivity are higher but almost equivalent to bolometer one for ground based
experiment around 100GHz. This is due to the fact that atmosphere generate the dominant
signal with an antenna temperature close to the noise temperature of radiometers. Moreover,
bolometer experiments have relatively low global efficiency that degrades their performances. For

Table 1: Assumptions made for the comparison between bolometers and radiometers. For ground based, these
values are currently achievable.

Experiment Characteristic Ground-based Space

Bolometers ∆ν/ν 30%
Global efficiency 40%

Atmosphere 250K, ǫ = 2 − 10%
Telescope 240K, ǫ = 2% 50K, ǫ = 2%

Filters 10K, ǫ = 10% 4K, ǫ = 10%
Horns 4K, ǫ = 10%

Bolometer NEP 10−17W.Hz−0.5 3.10−18W.Hz−0.5

Radiometers ∆ν/ν 20% 25%
Antenna temperature Corresponds to bolometer case

Noise temperature 8 × TQL 3 × TQL



Figure 8: Estimated CMB sensitivity (NETCMB per feed) of ground based (left) and space (right) experiments
using bolometers or radiometers.

space missions, the comparison is clearly in favour of bolometers since the antenna temperature
of the background power is always lower than the noise temperature even if the later is close to
the quantum limit.

6 Conclusion

Two technologies are being used or developed for the CMB polarisation observation: bolometer
arrays and radiometers. Bolometers can reach a sensitivity better than the photon noise of the
CMB while radiometers are limited for antenna temperature below the quantum noise limit.
Radiometers can nevertheless work at temperature below 20K while bolometers need heavy
cryogenic systems with temperatures below 300mK. For future space instruments, bolometers
are clearly favoured thanks to their ultimate sensitivity.
Other developments are being made in this wavelength range to reach higher sensitivities mainly
for spectroscopic observations (Kinetic Inductance Detectors, Cold Electron Bolometers).
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